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Abstract—The need for AI explainability, which involves helping humans understand why an AI algorithm arrived at a particular decision, is crucial in numerous critical applications. Although deep neural networks play a significant role in modern AI, they inherently lack transparency. Consequently, various approaches have been suggested to clarify their decision-making processes to human users. One promising category of such approaches involves ontology-based methods. These methods have the potential to generate explanations using concepts from an ontology that are familiar to domain experts and the logical connections between these concepts. Specifically, post-hoc ontology-based explanations typically rely on concept extraction, which establishes a link between the internal representations formed by the neural network’s inner layers and the domain concepts outlined in the ontology.

This paper introduces the RevelioNN library, which comprises post-hoc algorithms designed to explain predictions made by deep convolutional neural networks in binary classification tasks, with a focus on leveraging ontologies. The library incorporates cutting-edge concept extraction techniques centered around constructing mapping networks. Furthermore, it provides the capability to form both logical and visual explanations for the predictions of convolutional neural networks by utilizing ontology concepts derived from their internal representations. An essential benefit of this library is its adaptability to interpret predictions from any pre-trained convolutional network implemented using the PyTorch framework.

The code is licensed under the BSD-3-Clause license and is freely available at github.com/cais-lab/revelionn.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern artificial neural networks have demonstrated impressive predictive abilities, occasionally outperforming human-level accuracy in specific tasks. Nevertheless, because of their restricted interpretability, their usefulness in vital fields is constrained, and their outcomes may not consistently instill trust. Consequently, there is an urgent requirement for explainable AI (XAI) that can elucidate the inner workings of neural networks.

Many methods have been suggested to elucidate neural networks, offering insights into the decision-making processes of these networks [1]. However, these approaches are predominantly designed for AI specialists and may not be as easily comprehensible or applicable to domain experts who seek explanations closely aligned with the terminology of their specific problem domain.

One way to enhance the comprehensibility of explanations is by linking them to explicit domain knowledge, represented in the form of a domain ontology. In fact, research has demonstrated that employing such conceptualizations can indeed augment the understandability of explanations [2].

Following the typical structure of XAI research, ontology-based neural explanation methods can be categorized into two main groups: post-hoc methods [2]–[5], where ontologies are employed to elucidate the outcomes of pre-existing black-box neural networks, and self-explainable methods [6]–[8], where ontologies guide the design and/or training of a neural network to create a network whose outputs are easily explainable. In this paper, we focus on post-hoc explanations. The advantage of such approaches is their potential applicability to any neural network, including those built on contemporary high-performance architectures.

It has been demonstrated (e.g., [9]–[11]) that the internal representations within the inner layers of a deep neural network can frequently be aligned with ontology concepts. This alignment process, known as “concept extraction” [9], involves training a mapping neural network. This network takes the output of specific neurons from the “main” network and produces the probability that the sample being processed by the “main” network (triggering a specific activation) is pertinent to the specified concept. In many instances, these mapping networks can achieve a very high level of prediction accuracy, enabling reliable extraction of the set of concepts from a sample. With knowledge of this set of relevant concepts, one can generate an explanation through logical inference, utilizing the definition of the target concept and its associated concepts.

Currently, there exist several algorithms for concept extraction. Search-based algorithms [9], [12] employ various strategies to efficiently locate the neurons (network layers) that best express a particular concept. They extract concepts one by one, i.e. mapping networks are trained for each ontology concept independently. In addition, the process of extracting a concept is complicated by the fact that not every concept can be extracted from a given set of neurons [10], [11]. Thus, the process of searching for the most informative neurons can take a lot of time, especially if the number of concepts of ontology is high.

In [13], an algorithm is introduced that accomplishes the
simultaneous extraction of all ontology concepts using a single neural network. This approach eliminates the need for searching for the most informative sets of neurons. Instead, it leverages all activations from the “main” network as input data for the proposed mapping network. The novel architecture not only enables the efficient extraction of all concepts but also possesses the capacity to incorporate prior knowledge. This is made possible by its multiple outputs, each corresponding to a specific concept, facilitating the utilization of logical relationships between these concepts.

In this paper, we present the RevelioNN library of post-hoc algorithms for explaining predictions of deep convolutional neural networks of binary classification using ontologies. It embodies the latest proposed concept extraction algorithms based on the construction of mapping networks. In addition, the library implements the functionality of forming logical and visual explanations of predictions of a convolutional neural network using ontology concepts extracted from its internal representations. An important advantage of the library is that it can be used to interpret the predictions of any pre-trained convolutional network implemented in the PyTorch framework.

The rest of the paper is structured as following. Section II contains problem definition. Section III describes concept extraction approaches and examples of working with them. Section IV describes the principles and examples of the formation of ontology-based explanations.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We make the assumption that there exists a deep neural network denoted as $M$, an ontology represented by $O$, and a labeled dataset identified as $(X, Y)$.

The network denoted as $M$ is trained for the binary classification of objects within a specific domain $D$ (i.e., $x \sim D$). Typically, such networks produce a probability of an object belonging to a particular class $T$, denoted as $P(x) \in [0; 1]$. We will also refer to network $M$ as the “main” network, and our objective is to investigate its internal representations to align them with ontology concepts ($M_i(x)$ signifies the output of the $i$-th layer of $M$). We consider convolutional neural networks designed for image processing, with $D$ consisting of images. The network should be constructed as a sequence of layers (e.g., 2D convolutions, activation, batch normalization, pooling, etc.), and it may adhere to popular architectures for object recognition such as ResNet, MobileNet, EfficientNet, among others. We assume that this “main” network has been trained by a third party, and we only require access to the output of the selected network layer produced during the forward pass.

The domain ontology $O$ outlines several concepts that pertain to the samples within $D$, including the target class $T$ of the “main” network. Within this ontology, the concept $T$ is defined in terms of other ontology concepts. As stated in [9], [12], we refer to these concepts as being “relevant to $T$” or simply “relevant,” and denote the set of such concepts as $R(T)$. We assume that it is possible to reliably deduce whether a sample belongs to the concept $T$ by discerning its membership in each of the concepts within $R(T)$. Informally, this means that the ontology furnishes a conceptually (terminologically) robust foundation, allowing for symbolic resolution of the classification problem.

Finally, the labeled dataset $(X, Y)$ establishes a connection between samples from the domain $D$ and the pertinent ontology concepts (i.e., concepts in $R(T)$). Input samples $X$ are drawn from the distribution $D (X = \{X_i\}, X_i \sim D)$, and they are annotated with each of the relevant ontology concepts as follows: $Y_{i,j} = c_j(X_i), c_j \in R(T)$. It’s important to note that the training of the “main” network only requires samples labeled with the target class $T$, while we assume that the alignment dataset is labeled with all the relevant concepts. Although it may be challenging to annotate samples with all the relevant classes, the size of such a dataset can be relatively small (much smaller than the number of images needed to train the “main” network) [9].

The problem of concept extraction involves finding a model denoted as $E(\{M_i(x)\})$, which, based on the output of the inner layers of $M$ for a sample $x$ drawn from $D$, produces probabilities of sample $x$ belonging to each of the concepts within $R(T)$, i.e., $E(\{M_i(x)\}) \in [0; 1]^{|R(T)|}$. Since we have assumed that the target class $T$ can be reliably deduced from $R(T)$, these probabilities can be used to infer the relevance of sample $x$ to class $T$. This inference will also serve as an explanation.

III. CONCEPT EXTRACTION APPROACHES

Concept extraction algorithms are based on the construction of mapping networks linking the internal representations of a convolutional neural network with ontology concepts. Let’s consider the aspects of the implementation of concept extraction using the example of the proposed library.

A. Main Networks

As noted earlier, the “main” network is a convolutional neural network of binary classification, at the output of which there is a sigmoid activation function. This sigmoid activation function produces the probability of the target class (concept).

Convolutional network class must be described in a separate file in which the following variables must also be declared:

- variable storing the number of channels of the image fed to the network;
- variable storing the size of the image fed to the network;
- the torchvision.transforms module object, which represents a transformation over images.

The network class must be inherited from the torchvision.Module class, that is, the network must be implemented using PyTorch. An example of a description of the “main” network is given in Listing 1.

RevelioNN can interpret convolutional binary classification networks that have already been trained without using this library. To do this, the specified model must be converted to RevelioNN format. To convert to the RevelioNN format, the
model file should contain only state_dict, which is typical for most cases.

Listing 1. Description of the main network

```python
import torch
from torch import nn
from torchvision import transforms

def ResNet18():
    model = torch.hub.load(  # from torchvision weights
        'pytorch/vision:v0.10.0',  # load the latest version of torchvision
        'resnet18', pretrained=True)  # use pretrained weights

    for param in model.parameters():
        param.requires_grad = True

    model.fc = nn.Sequential(nn.Linear(512, 1),
                              nn.Sigmoid())
    return model

NUM_CHANNELS = 3
IMG_SIDE_SIZE = 224
transformation = transforms.Compose(
    [transforms.Resize(size=(IMG_SIDE_SIZE, IMG_SIDE_SIZE)),
     transforms.ToTensor(),
     transforms.Normalize(
         [0.485, 0.456, 0.406],
         [0.229, 0.224, 0.225]
    )
)
```

B. Mapping Networks

The library provides two types of mapping networks. Both networks receive the values of activations produced by the “main” network during the inference as input.

1) Single Mapping Network: It is a full-connected neural network, the number of input neurons of which is determined by the number of activations of neurons of the specified convolutional network layers. It has a ReLU activation function in its hidden layers and a sigmoid in its output.

It is reasonable to use it to extract only one concept from one or more given convolutional network layers, since when using a larger set of layers, the number of parameters of this network will increase dramatically.

The user can vary the number of layers and the number of neurons in each layer of this mapping network (see Listing 2).

Listing 2. Initialization of the single mapping network

```python
from revelionn.mapping_nets.single_mapping_net \ import SingleMappingNet
single_net = SingleMappingNet(
    in_features=in_features,
    num_neurons_list=[10, 5, 1]
)
```

2) Simultaneous Mapping Network: It was proposed in [15] and is a mapping network that allows you to extract the entire set of relevant concepts simultaneously, receiving activations of all specified layers of the convolutional network at once. This mapping network also shows good results in semi-supervised learning using semantic loss [14], which strengthens the relationship between concepts.

The architecture of the simultaneous mapping network is shown in Fig. 1. Outputs of each layer of the “main” network are fed into separate decoder blocks. These decoder blocks take into account the structure of the 2D image and significantly reduce the tendency of the network to overfit.

Two types of decoder blocks are considered:

- for 2D spatial feature maps (the outputs of convolutional layers), the decoder blocks consist of $1 \times 1$ convolutions followed by global average pooling. The number of output channels for all $1 \times 1$ convolutions in the decoder blocks is kept the same.
- for 1D feature maps (the outputs of fully-connected layers), the decoder blocks consist of fully-connected layer.

The outputs of the decoder blocks are concatenated and forwarded as input to an internal representation block, which is realized as a series of fully-connected layers.

Subsequently, there exists a distinct output block for each concept, responsible for extracting the probability associated with that specific concept from the shared internal representation. These concept blocks are constructed with a few fully-connected layers, followed by a sigmoid activation function.

The values of all the listed parameters of the simultaneous mapping network are determined by the user (see Listing 3).

Listing 3. Initialization of the simultaneous mapping network

```python
from revelionn.mapping_nets. \ simultaneous_mapping_net \ import SimultaneousMappingNet
simultaneous_net = SimultaneousMappingNet(
    activation_extractor=act_extractor,
    decoder_channels=20,
    num_shared_neurons=num_shared_neurons,
    num_output_neurons=num_output_neurons)
```

C. Concept Extraction Algorithms

RevelionN provides the following set of concept extraction algorithms:

1) Exhaustive search: In this approach, single mapping networks are trained for each layer of the “main” network and for each relevant concept (resulting in $L \times |RELEVANT(T)|$ networks, where $L$ is the number of layers of the “main” network). The advantages of this method include the fact that as a result we will have complete information about the localization of each of the concepts. However, it is very time-consuming and computationally intensive.
2) **Heuristic search (proposed in [12]):** Here, as in the previous case, single mapping networks are used, however, due to heuristic pruning such mapping networks are trained not for every layer-concept combination. The disadvantages include the fact that, due to the heuristics used, the most informative set of neurons (layer) cannot always be found.

3) **Simultaneous extraction (proposed in [13]):** Uses a simultaneous mapping network, a detailed description of which was given earlier.

Examples of using algorithms for extracting concepts are given Listing 4. The `ConceptExtractor` class provides these algorithms. To initialize it, you must first define an instance of `MappingTrainer` (this is an interface class that facilitates interaction with the library) and an ontology graph (`networkx.DiGraph`).

It is worth noting that if you need to train one particular network to extract the concepts of a certain layer (or layers), then for simplicity, you can use methods of the `MappingTrainer` class such as `train_single_model()`, `train_simultaneous_model()`, etc.

### IV. ONTOLOGY-BASED EXPLANATIONS

After the necessary relevant concepts have been extracted (the corresponding mapping networks have been trained), it becomes possible to form ontology-oriented explanations. First you need to load a model of a trained mapping network, as shown in Listing 5.

#### A. Logical Explanations

To form logical explanations through ontological inference the ontology must be represented in the OWL 2 language. Also, in the ontology, it is necessary to define an individual with the name `__input__`, which will be used in the future to form ontological explanations. In addition, it is necessary to describe the so-called concepts map, which is a dictionary whose keys are the names of the attributes of the dataset, and the values are the corresponding concepts of the ontology.

One must first extract the concepts relevant to the target concept from the image, and then transfer the extracted concepts and their probabilities to the reasoning module along with the ontology (see Listing 6). The formation of logi-
By extracting relevant concepts, it is possible to form logical explanations about the belonging of the sample to the target concept, accompanied by a set of axioms of ontology. The input image presented in Fig. 1 was taken from the SCDB dataset [16], with which the “main” network and mapping networks were trained. A fragment of the ontology developed for the SCDB dataset is shown in Fig. 2. This image belongs to class C1. An example of a logical explanation by ontological inference for this sample is given in Fig. 3.

Each of the extracted concepts corresponds to a certain probability, which is then used to calculate the degree of confidence of the justifications. The list of possible justifications is ranked by the degree of trust. If any concept has not been extracted, then we can say that the opposite concept has been extracted, the name of which is automatically formed by adding the prefix “Not”.

In Fig. 3 shows one of the explanations from the list of possible explanations. It can be interpreted as follows. The concepts of Star and Ellipse were extracted from the image. Therefore, based on the axiom of ontology that the conjunction of the concepts Star and Ellipse is a subclass of EllStar, we can conclude that the image also represents EllStar. And according to another axiom, the C1 target concept is equivalent to EllStar. Thus, the prediction of the neural network was confirmed by ontological reasoning.

B. Visual Explanations

Visual explanations mean highlighting positively extracted concepts in the image. Currently, visual explanations are formed using the occlusion method [17]. Its essence lies in the fact that the input image is systematically overlapped by a square of a given size with a given step. At each step, the overlapped image is run through the “main” network, and its activations are run through the mapping network. Thus, by obtaining output probabilities at each step, a saliency map can be formed. Visual explanations can be formed as shown in Listing 7.

An example of visual explanations for our image is presented in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the extracted concepts (shapes) were correctly identified on the corresponding fragments of the image.

The library also shows good results when working with real datasets, for example, on a pizza dataset [18]. We have trained the “main” network to classify images of pizzas of the MeatOrVegetables class. Pizza belongs to this class if it contains Meat (Bacon or Pepperoni) or Vegetables (Tomatoes and Onions). In Fig. 5, it can be seen that visual explanations are still being formed reliably and the concept Pepperoni, and therefore Meat, has been successfully extracted.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced RevelioNN, library designed to address the challenge of explaining predictions made by deep convolutional neural networks in binary classification tasks while leveraging ontologies. This library incorporates cutting-edge concept extraction algorithms, particularly those centered around the creation of mapping networks. Furthermore, it offers the capability to generate both logical and visual explanations for the predictions of convolutional neural networks by utilizing ontology concepts extracted from their internal representations. Notably, the library’s versatility shines through, as it can seamlessly interpret predictions from any pre-trained convolutional network built within the PyTorch framework.
C1 ≡ EllStar ⊔ HexStar ⊔ TESSharcmarker
EllStar ⊒ ∃ has.Ellipse ⊓ ∃ has.Star
HexStar ⊒ ∃ has.Hexagon ⊓ ∃ has.Star
TESSharcmarker ⊒ ∃ has.Triangle ⊓ ∃ has.Ellipse ⊓ ∃ has.Starcmarker

Fig. 2. Fragment of the SCDB dataset ontology.

The image is classified as ['C1'].

The following concepts were extracted from the image:
['HexStar', 'EllStar', 'NotTESSharcmarker', 'Hexagon', 'Star', 'Ellipse', 'NotTriangle', 'NotTESSharcmarker']
with the following probabilities:
[0.9993889, 0.99976605, 0.99376768493021, 0.99947384, 0.9999995, 0.99952684, 0.9861229043453932, 0.981010809451342]

Justification for '_input_ Type C1': (Degree of Belief: 0.99963)
_input_ Type has some Star ("0.9999995")
_input_ Type has some Ellipse ("0.99962684")
(has some Ellipse) and (has some Star) SubClassOf EllStar
C1 EquivalentTo EllStar or HexStar or TESSharcmarker

Fig. 3. Example of a logical explanation

Fig. 4. Example of a visual explanation (SCDB dataset)
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Fig. 5. Example of a visual explanation (Real pizza dataset)


